
Mob5tar Minute   

Minute:                         13    
Date:                             Feb 22nd, 2010  

Time:                             10 am – 12pm 
Venue:                           SIS level 4 (Sofas) 

   
Attendance:                  Saurav Sarkar 

         Sunita 
        Nayeem 

        Shaun 
   

Absentees:                   Palak (had a Midterm exam) 
   

   
Agenda:  

1.    Scope out upcoming and pending tasks after the midterm 

reflection 
   

Points Discussed  To Be Done by / 
Deadline  

Pending Issues: 

 Cleaning up the existing code for Basic search 

 Putting all the regex together rather than 

separating them 

Shaun (24th Feb ‘10) 

Nayeem (24th Feb 
2010) 

Upcoming Issues: 

 Integrating 2 search engines for the application 

o Regex for Google 

 Design plan for integrating 2 or more search 
engine 

o Approach 1: Make call to database, extract 
all URL values into list 1, extract all Regex 

values into list 2, get length of each list, 

create multiple results sets based on list 
length, extract value 1 from list 2 and run 

query and initialize the results in the 
Resultset 

o Approach 2: Using Post method  

Shaun (24th Feb ‘10) 

Nayeem (24th Feb ‘10) 

 

Functionalities: 

 New admin functionalities to disable, delete 

Sunita (24th Feb ‘10) 



search engines added 

 Design a test screen will show Search engine 
added, along with their URL and regex value 

along with the option to test, enable (to run test), 
disable or delete. Call Nayeem if necessary  

Styling: 

 CSS 

Saurav  

Google: 

 Regex for google 

Sunita (26th Feb ’10) 

Shaun (26th Feb ‘10) 

Combining Google search: 

 Combing 2 search engines and methodology 

Nayeem (26th Feb ‘10) 

GUI for Admin: 

 Design aspect of Admin GUI 

 CSS 

Saurav (26th Feb ‘10)  

Palak (24th Feb ‘10) 

Indexing Aspect of Audio search results Saurav (26th Feb ‘10) 

Aim  for this Week: 

 Complete Basic search with single search engine 

 Complete integration of basic search with 2 

search engines 

All 

 

 

Next Meeting: To Be Announced. 
 

Minutes done by Saurav Sarkar 
   


